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Abstract

The Connected Component Tree (CCT)-based operators play a central role in the development of new algorithms related to image processing applications such as pattern recognition, video-surveillance or motion extraction. The CCT construction, being a time consuming task (about 80\% of the application time), these applications remain far-off mobile embedded systems. This paper presents its efficient FPGA implementation suited for embedded systems. Three main contributions are discussed: an efficient data structure proposal adapted to representing the CCT in embedded systems, a memory organization suitable for FPGA implementation by using on-chip memory and a customizable hardware accelerator architecture for CCT-based applications.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, speaking about the design of modern architectures for computer vision systems automatically means addressing the performance and the reuse problem. Algorithms in computer vision systems are asked to furnish a high performance and be capable of supporting the entire processing chain: from low-level to high-level processing in various applications. This is a never-ending problem in hardware design. If the performance is achieved by an optimization effort which means high system specialization, it will (by definition) limit its flexibility.
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Obviously, the source of the problem is computational disparity: an application needs a variety of mathematical and algorithmic domains. It involves respecting different computing models. To overcome this problem, many researchers investigate the domain of reconfigurable/adaptable computing in order to find the alternative to the performance/flexibility trade-off [15]. Nevertheless, they remain optimized, in the majority of cases, for low level image processing [29, 14]. Several generalized coarse-grained systems can be adapted to high level processing [16, 24].

In our research, we study if the unified formalism which uses the tools from computational geometry (connectivity, data adjacency and proximity, graph transformation, etc.) allows the algorithm disparity problem to be overcome. We focus on the applications using graph theory as they could allow to bridge the gap between low-level [38, 43] and high-level [8, 39] processing implementations. In addition, many useful application domains are organized around graphs: image processing, data and knowledge bases, CAD optimization, digital problems, simulations.

In this paper, we focus on image processing operators using the Connected Components Tree (CCT). CCT plays a central role in the development of new algorithms related to image processing problems [35]. From the practical point of view, the advantage of these methods is that once the CCT is constructed, the processing is performed on the tree by graph transformation(s), and only one data structure is used from low-level to high-level processing (Fig.1). In addition, the graph transformations are applicable to any dimension (1D, 2D, 3D, ...).

Note that these algorithms have been successively used for filtering [20, 38], motion extraction [38] and watershed segmentation [31]. Besides, numerous practical applications exploit CCT data representation: pattern recognition of astronomical images [17, 4], microscopic image analysis [10], video-surveillance applications [34], image registration [23], data visualisation [6].

On the other hand, time efficient CCT construction is a challenging problem. It consumes about 80% of the application execution time\(^1\), which is penalizing for a lot of the mentioned practical applications. This is because the graph structures can be very large and, for each operation, the applications need to access a large, data-dependent portion of the graph. Several

\(^1\) It is a mean estimation obtained by profiling of two CCT construction methods published by P. Salembier [38] and L. Najman and M. Couprie [32]
algorithms have been proposed in order to solve the problem. In the majority of cases, they remain sequential and algorithm improvement relies on fast data structures (fifo-like) [38] or on optimization of computational complexity [22, 6, 8, 5, 42].

The problem of efficient connected component labelling have attracted the attention of hardware designers for many past decades [1, 30, 18, 19, 13]. However, to our knowledge, no efficient hardware implementation has been proposed so far (up to recently in [33]) for connected component tree algorithms due to its complexity. If any parallelization effort has been made on shared-memory computers by [25, 43, 21], there are few studies targeting hardware acceleration of computing CCT. Among them, we should mention Associative nets [27] allowing direct CCT computation or multi-FPGA Step-Based Architecture [11] where the authors present a distributed computing system based on a general graph. Nevertheless, these solutions are not ready yet for mobile embedded applications.

This paper presents an efficient FPGA implementation of CCT based computing suited for embedded systems. The three main contributions of the proposed concept have been validated on an FPGA platform:

- Adaptation of the CCT data structure allowing efficient data mapping in memory
- Proposal of an on-chip memory organization suited for CCT processing
- Proposal of a hardware accelerator architecture for an embedded system for CCT based applications

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 Connected Component Tree algorithms presents the algorithmical issues of the CCT-based applications. Here, we also discuss the data structures used to represent CCT and the adaptation of CCT allowing efficient data mapping in the FPGA memory. We focus on Computing tasks dependency analysis in Section 3 followed by a proposal of an efficient Hardware implementation in Section 4. Finally, the Experimental results are summarized in Section 5.

2 Connected Component Tree algorithms

CCT operators work on flat zones (connected components) of images, rather than on individual pixels. We call a connected operator an operator merging only flat zones. Hence, it cannot introduce any new contour. It simplifies and preserves the contour information [36, 9]. In the context of segmentation techniques, such as region growing or watershed, they rely on iterative merging strategies [28]. The CCT construction requires a global image analysis in order...
to respect the relationship of the adjacent flat zones.

2.1 Basic mathematical notions

Let us consider a 2D greyscale image $f : D \to \mathbb{Z}$, $D = \mathbb{Z}^2$ and suppose that $D$ is equipped with the neighbourhood mapping $N : D \to \mathcal{P}(D)$. $\mathcal{P}$ denotes the power set (the set of subsets). Then, $\forall x, y \in D$, we say that $x$ and $y$ are connected if $x \in N(y)$. Hereafter, let us assume that $N$ is the 4-neighbourhood $N_4$, i.e. the set of the north, south, east and west neighbours. The associated connectivity is therefore the 4-connectivity.

For some $A \subset D$, we say that $A$ is a connected set if $\forall a, b \in A$ there is a sequence of points $(a = x_1, \ldots, x_n = b) \subset A$, such that $x_{i+1} \in N_4(x_i)$, $1 < i < n$. For some $A$, $CC(A) \subset \mathcal{P}(A)$ shall denote the set of connected subsets of $A$.

For some $k \in \mathbb{Z}$, the set $C_k = \{x \mid f(x) \geq k\}$ is the set of points above the threshold $k$. The set $\{c_k\} = CC(C_k)$ denotes the set of connected components above $k$. For some $k, l \in \mathbb{Z}$, and $k > l$, it holds that $C_k \subseteq C_l$. The set of all connected components is called $C = \bigcup_k C_k$.

Let us consider a graph $G = G(V, E)$ where $V$, such as $V \to C$, is the set of nodes and $E \subset V \times V$ the set of edges. The nodes are tied by the relation child-parent. For some $v_i, v_j \in V$, there is an edge $e_{ij} \in E$ if $c_i \subseteq c_j$ and there is no $c_k$ that $c_i \subseteq c_k \subseteq c_j$. We say that $v_j$ is the parent of $v_i$ and $v_i$ the child of $v_j$. Notice that the graph is oriented, i.e. $e_{ij} \neq e_{ji}$.

Note that such a graph is an acyclic, oriented graph called connected component tree. There are special nodes called leaves and roots. The leaves do not have any children and the root does not have any parents.

Due to the inclusion relation on the connected components, the graph nodes are organized in a tree structure suitable for filtering or segmentation [40].

2.2 CCT representations

To represent the CCT structure in memory, different data organization leading to different memory requirements, have been proposed : i) ”Native” CCT (Figure 2(b)) [38] or ii) its ”compressed” version Canonical CCT (Figure 2(c)) where one node point represents a component and each pixel belonging to a component points toward its representative node [32]; or Point Tree (Figure 2(d)), the burst version of the CCT where each node of a point-tree
represents a pixel in the picture [5]. 1-D tree computation is a special case [26], where intermediate results have to be gradually merged as described in [43].

According to the definition of $c_i^k$, some set of connected components are shown in Figure 2 for different tree structures. In this figure, connected components from level two to five are shown (encircled) as an example picture with six grey levels.

![Fig. 2. Illustration of different data structures](image)

The reader can refer to Table 1 for evaluation of memory requirements. Based on the algorithm definitions, the memory requirements are roughly estimated as the sum of memory allocated for input/output and the overall working memory needed for intermediate results. Those estimations have been discussed in [21, 4]. Table 1 also contains the estimation of algorithm complexity. For the sake of clarity, we consider the classical $\Theta$ notation, where the worst-case scenario is given for a considered algorithm. Data type column means the data type for an input image pixel coding allowed by the algorithm.

Table 1
Comparison of algorithms: $n$ is the total number of pixels in the image, $G$ is number of grey levels of the image, $\alpha$ is a very slow-growing diagonal inverse of Ackermanns function [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree type</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Memory requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native CCT [38]</td>
<td>$\Theta(nG)$</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>$4n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canonical CCT [32]</td>
<td>$\Theta(n\alpha(n))$</td>
<td>int, float</td>
<td>$6n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point tree [5]</td>
<td>$\Theta(n \log(n))$</td>
<td>int, float</td>
<td>$4n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-D [26]</td>
<td>$\Theta(n)$</td>
<td>int, float</td>
<td>$n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Data structure adaptation: Parent Point-Tree

The data structures proposed in the above mentioned theoretical papers has not been designed for an efficient FPGA implementation. Neither is the number of nodes nor the size of each node, known beforehand and one has to manage complex memory allocations. This difficulty is evident in the case of native CCT structure or canonical CCT since the number and the size of the nodes depend on the image content.

From this point of view, the Point Tree (PT) presented in [5] seems to be an appropriate structure due to a fixed number of nodes. Originally, PT is an oriented graph where the parent node points toward the child node (Figure 2(d)), note that this is a common orientation of the discussed structures (Figure 2). In such a case, the issue is that the number of child nodes for each parent node can only be known at the end of the tree construction. Thus, the number of link memory allocations for each node is not predictable. As shown in Figure 3, we propose to reverse the PT orientation and we call it Parent Point Tree (PPT). Thus, each node has at most, a unique parent node. Consequently, we only need to store the parent address for each child node to create tree connections and the number of nodes is equal to the number of pixels in the image.

![Parent Point Tree orientation](image)

Fig. 3. Parent Point Tree orientation

The next section presents the PPT construction algorithm followed by its FPGA implementation.

2.3.1 Parent Point Tree construction algorithm

The proposed Parent Point Tree construction algorithm (Alg. 1) is a combination of Tarjan’s Union-Find [40] as used in [5] with an acceleration technique inspired by the Najman-Couprie algorithm [8].

We define a branch as a subset representing a group of nodes that are connected to each other in the complete tree. A branch can then be composed of only one node or several nodes. A node which represents the extremity of a
branch (i.e. a node without any child nodes in the tree) is called a leaf. As the tree is gradually built with leaves, we call local root, the temporary root node for each branch that is not yet connected to the main tree.

We recall that in a Point Tree or a Parent Point Tree, a node is associated to only one pixel in the picture. Then, let us consider $p$ a pixel of the image $f$, and $q$ an adjacent pixel of $p$ according to the considered neighbourhood $N_4(p)$ such as $q \in N_4(p)$.

In this algorithm, the tree is gradually built with leaves to the root. Consequently, it starts by building several branches that are not necessarily connected to each other. They become a partial tree which then contains several local roots.

The tree construction is divided into two parts: the first part involves the sorting of all the pixels in the image in increasing or decreasing order, depending on the type of tree. In order to build a Max-Tree, pixels are sorted in decreasing order and the leaves then represent the highest pixel values. The second part is building the tree by processing those pixels sequentially in this order. The algorithm presented in Alg. 1 corresponds to that second part, assuming a correct sorting of pixels $p$ in a queue memory. The most costly part of the algorithm is to find the local root in order to link the components. At each neighbour node, it needs to explore the tree until it finds the root.

As described in Alg. 1, each pixel $q$ from the neighbourhood $N_4$ of a pixel $p$ is processed. The first step is to check its processed status. If it has already been processed from the pixel queue, it means that this pixel already belongs to a branch from partial tree (tree_links_parent). The aim is to find the local root of the branch where the neighbour pixel $q$ belongs, to link the current pixel $p$ to it (function Link). The following procedure is to jump from node to node in the branch (function Jump), starting from pixel $q$, and check successively if the node is the local root of the branch. As a consequence, this loop is very time consuming and depends on the branch length.

Thus, we propose to accelerate this process by gradually linking the current local root during the construction for each node in a fake and temporary tree so that the next access would point directly to it. We then create a compression of the tree. However, this technique is costly in terms of memory because we need to allocate a “mirror copy” of the original tree_links_parent tree. This copy called tree_links_root is stored in a memory only dedicated to the tree construction and it can be modified at will for accelerating the construction.

This shortcut technique works mainly in the tree_links_root memory by first checking the last registered local root node associated to the pixel $q$ (function Check). If this registered node is not a real root node, then we have to jump from node to node starting from this last registered node in the compressed
tree to find the root. During that searching process, encountered nodes are stored in a temporary buffer (function \textit{Store}) to be all updated by linking them to the last root node found (function \textit{Update}). This update then accelerates the searching process for future node access.

When any pixel is linked to its local root, we mark it as \textit{processed}.

The following operations are necessary to build the PPT:
- \textbf{Check}(x,T)\ returns the local root of the node associated with pixel \textit{x} in the tree \textit{T},
- \textbf{Jump}(x,T)\ returns the parent node of the node associated with pixel \textit{x} in the tree \textit{T},
- \textbf{Store}(x)\ stores the current parent node associated with pixel \textit{x} to be updated in buffer,
- \textbf{Link}(x,y,T)\ links the current node associated with pixel \textit{x} to the local root node for pixel \textit{y} in the tree \textit{T},
- \textbf{Update}(x,T)\ updates the local root node \textit{x} for all the parent nodes in buffer for the tree \textit{T}.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Parent Point Tree construction}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Require \textit{queue}: pixels ordered in decreasing order
\Ensure Root-Stored PPT
\While{\textit{queue} not empty}
\ForAll{\textit{q} \in N_4(p)}
\If{\textit{q} == \textit{processed}}
\State \textit{root} \leftarrow \textbf{Check}(\textit{q}, \textit{tree_links_root})
\While{\textit{root} not found}
\State \textit{parent_node} \leftarrow \textbf{Jump}(\textit{q}, \textit{tree_links_root})
\State \textit{q} \leftarrow \textit{parent_node}
\State \textbf{Store}(\textit{parent_node})
\State \textit{root} \leftarrow \textbf{Check}(\textit{q}, \textit{tree_links_root})
\EndWhile
\State \textbf{Link}(\textit{p}, \textit{root}, \textit{tree_links_parent})
\State \textbf{Update}(\textit{root}, \textit{tree_links_root})
\EndIf
\EndFor
\State \textit{p} \leftarrow \textit{processed}
\EndWhile
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Note that the construction algorithm is sequential and its execution is data-dependent. The more complex in terms of components the image is, the longer the algorithm execution will be. A noisy picture for example, produced directly from an image sensor is represented by a more complex Point Tree in terms of number of leaves because of numerous un-representative high pixel values caused by the noise. Then, one possible solution is to pre-process the picture (low-pass filters such as denoising, smoothing filters) to remove those useless
small high values.

2.4 CCT filtering

In the Introduction, we have presented the general scheme of the CCT-based application (Fig. 1). Once a tree construction is completed, the filtering step is performed. In practice, the filtering step analysis each node and it evaluates some criteria [38]. It makes a decision whether the node is preserved or removed.

In this paper, an attribute denotes supplementary information associated with each node allowing to measure a given criterion. We can quote for instance some classical criteria: area, height [12], opening by reconstruction or $\lambda$-max operators [41] and other examples can be found in [36].

When the complete CCT is available, with associated node attributes, the filtering can begin. This step is also called CCT pruning [37], the branches of the tree structure are removed or preserved according to the decision rule. In this paper, we use the direct decision rule as defined in [38].

Let us consider the maxima of the image represented by the leaves of the CCT and some parameter $\lambda$. Starting from the leaves, we scan all the sequence of their ancestors going down to the root. The examined node is only preserved when the associated attribute value is higher than $\lambda$. Otherwise, the node is removed. When one node is removed, its content is merged with its nearest preserved ancestor.

3 Computing task dependency

As illustrated in Figure 4, we can see that there are four steps to complete an application. It starts with pixel sorting. The tree construction can only begin when all image pixels are sorted. In general, attribute computation can be done parallel (AC1) to the tree construction. Hence, the pixel values accessed for tree construction can be immediately reused for attribute computation. It allows to minimize memory accesses and to parallelize the computing tasks. If it cannot be done in parallel, it has to be executed after the complete tree construction (AC2). Only after that, the tree filtering can be done.

We might want to start the tree filtering process parallel to the tree construction by using attributes (i.e. height) that can be computed along with the construction. It is actually feasible when a pixel node has been identified as a leaf of the tree. The partial branch is read and could be processed step by step.
during its construction. However, it requires switching between branches during the tree construction as they are built gradually starting with the leaves. It obviously results in higher memory requirements to stand by the filtering process because branches are not always complete. As a consequence, it is more efficient to start the filtering process after the complete tree construction and the attributes computation as depicted in Figure 4.

4 Architecture proposal for embedded system

The global architecture (see Figure 5) of the system reflects the four presented execution steps. Hence, it consists of four main computing blocks: pixel sorting block, tree construction block, attribute computing block and filtering block.

For readability reasons, we indicate the address datapath by the symbol $@$ in Figure 5.

The main controller supervises an application execution and it manages the data flow between the computing blocks and the memory system. Finally, the computing blocks are interconnected by the switch fabric allowing the memory address and data paths to be redirected dynamically.

As shown in Figure 5, the global control is provided by the main controller which is composed of three command units: a block selector (which can activate or deactivate a computing block reporting its status -busy or not), a multi-switch controller (which can dynamically modify the Switch Fabric containing several multiplexers) and a sequencer (which orders computing block activations and datapath modifications).

Thus, each computing block receives commands from the main controller. It contains an intelligent core: a controller that sequences local computing block operations.
4.1 Switch Fabric

In order to allow the memory address and data paths to be redirected dynamically, all the blocks share the memory and are plugged into the backbone of this architecture. The switch fabric is composed of selectors like multiplexer and demultiplexer basic components which are controlled by a multi-switch controller inside the main controller. It is therefore configurable before implementation and programmable after synthesis. The Switch Fabric is configured to the correct data path dynamically. Figure 6 shows one configuration example at runtime. The dashed lines represent data paths that are disabled at a specific time in the application.
4.2 Memory system

A CCT application works with six main types of data: original and filtered image, pixel queue, CCT, attributes and construction buffers needed during the processing (the tree status for instance). The designed memory system is based on the principle of shared memory constituted by several small independent memory blocks that can be accessed in parallel due to the Switch Fabric. By combining those memory blocks to the Switch Fabric, we are able to reuse the memory blocks dynamically. However, we have added a dedicated memory for the pixel queue and the output image to buffer pixels more efficiently. We recall that the tree construction time is not deterministic and depends on the image content (Section 2.3.1).

At the beginning of the processing, the filtered image memory section is the exact copy of the original. The filtering is based on the built component tree. Depending on the given application (a segmentation, for instance with pixel extractions or deletions), we only modify the filtered image memory in the desired pixel position. A pixel queue memory (or pixel address queue) is a simple FIFO structure storing the output of the pixel sorting block. In fact, this memory has to store the different pixel positions in increasing or decreasing order.

The input image, CCT, attribute and construction buffers are placed in the shared memory. The original picture memory has to be shared with the other blocks because it contains the greyscale pixel value information contrary to the filtered image memory which is reserved to the filtering block. CCT is constructed in the link memory storing only the child/parent node relationships and the original picture is necessary for navigating between different components in the tree. Then, we have a part of memory dedicated to storing the different attributes (the height, the volume, etc.) as the output of the attribute computing block. During all the processing, some information might need to be buffered like the pixel positions for pruning the tree (the filtering process) by modifying the value or additional buffered addresses to eventually accelerate the processing. Finally, we need to temporarily store the status of each pixel node during the tree construction. We can call it “Tree status memory” and it contains bit flags which are detailed in Section 4.4.

4.2.1 Memory size

Let us consider an image with a width of $M$ and a height of $N$. The pixel size is fixed to $k$ bits. $ADDR\_SIZE$ is defined as equal to $\lceil \log_2(M) + \log_2(N) \rceil$ ($\lceil \cdot \rceil$ function rounds to the next largest integer). The memory sizing is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Memory size (qSIF = 160x120 test image format); \( H = 15 \) (height attribute); \( k = 8 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage element</th>
<th>Memory space (bits)</th>
<th>qSIF Application (bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original image</td>
<td>( (2^{\text{ADDR}_{\text{S}} \times \text{SIZE}}) \times k )</td>
<td>262144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtered image</td>
<td>( (2^{\text{ADDR}_{\text{S}} \times \text{SIZE}}) \times k )</td>
<td>262144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel queue</td>
<td>( \text{ADDR}_{\text{S}} \times M \times N )</td>
<td>288000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree links 1st part (parents)</td>
<td>( 2^{\text{ADDR}<em>{\text{S}} \times \text{ADDR}</em>{\text{S}}} )</td>
<td>491520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree links 2nd part (roots)</td>
<td>( 2^{\text{ADDR}<em>{\text{S}} \times \text{ADDR}</em>{\text{S}}} )</td>
<td>491520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree status</td>
<td>( (2^{\text{ADDR}<em>{\text{S}} \times \text{ADDR}</em>{\text{S}}}) \times 3 )</td>
<td>98304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>( (2^{\text{ADDR}<em>{\text{S}} \times \text{ADDR}</em>{\text{S}}}) \times H )</td>
<td>491520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Pixel sorting block

The pixel sorting block operates on the original picture and fills a pixel queue for the tree construction block. This queue can be considered as a FIFO. The tree construction block computes the different links of the tree and stores them in a memory (tree link memory) which is shared with the other blocks (attribute computing block and filtering block in particular).

Let us take a simple example like a 3x3 picture with five levels of grey. For readability reasons in the following figures, each pixel is designated by a letter instead of its coordinates as shown in Figure 7(a). The corresponding parent point-tree of this example is presented in Figure 7(b).

![Fig. 7. 3x3 picture example](image)

As mentioned in the previous section, pixel sorting is not the ”time consumer” procedure compared to the creation of the connections between nodes (pixels in the parent point-tree). However, it can create high memory requirements. To avoid high consumption of memory blocks, we choose to use a counting sort method [7]. This technique is divided into two passes: the queue partitioning pass and the queue filling pass. In the first pass, we want to partition the queue memory by level sector and each size of the sector can easily be determined.
by building a histogram (Figure 8(a)).

![Histogram](image)

(a) First pass  

![Counting sort method](image)

(b) Second pass

Fig. 8. Counting sort method

In our example, we can see that the number of pixels in each value is equal to the number of slots reserved in the queue memory. This pass can be done “on the fly” during the picture storage in the image memory. In the following pass, the picture is read from the image memory and the pixels are distributed in the queue memory according to their value.

In each level, the pixels are ordered according to the direction of reading. This order has an impact on the final parent point tree connections between the pixel nodes but it does not change the structure of the corresponding component tree when the pixels are grouped by component (See set $c_i$ in Figure 2). In our example (Figure 8(b)), the reading of the queue starts with pixel B when we want to build a Max-Tree (decreasing pixel value order) or with pixel G for a Min-Tree (increasing pixel value order).

4.4 Tree construction block

The tree construction block implements the algorithm 1 presented in Section 2. As illustrated in Figure 9, this computing block contains five main processing units that can be associated to specific functions in the algorithm. The functions $\text{Check}(x, T)$ and $\text{Jump}(x, T)$ can be associated to the Root Finder unit returning the parent or root nodes. This unit works with the Bit checking unit by testing the status bits, corresponding to the if and while conditions in the algorithm. The function $\text{Link}(x, y, T)$ is associated to the Linker unit by writing the origin pixel considered as the new local root in the tree link parent memory. The $\text{Store}(x)$ and $\text{Update}(x, T)$ functions corresponds to the Root Updater unit storing nodes in a temporary buffer to update them in the tree links root memory. Finally, the Neighbour Addresses Generator unit computes the adjacent pixels $q \in N_4(p)$ memory addresses.

The pixel sorting block provides the input data queue through the pixel queue containing all the pixel addresses ordered with respect to the decreasing pixel value. As shown in Figure 9, the neighbour address is verified with the Bit
Checking and the Root Finder units to get the status of the pixel node and to eventually get any parent address. If the bit status for the current pixel neighbour is \textit{processed}, the Bit Checking unit notifies the Root Finder unit to loop. The parent address is then loaded to the current neighbour address register in order to get its parent pixel. This parent address is also stored in the FIFO Buffer of the Root Updater unit (= \textit{Store}(x) function). The checking loop ends when the bit status for the parent presence is \textit{un-processed}. It means that we reach the current root in our tree under construction. Consequently, the Linker unit can update the identified current root by the origin pixel address (= \textit{Link}(x,y,T) function). The origin pixel node becomes the new pixel parent node and its status bits are updated. All buffered pixel addresses that have been met, are updated to be linked to the origin pixel node (= \textit{Update}(x,T) function). Thus, that node becomes the latest local root and the tree construction block can request the following origin address from the pixel queue (\textit{queue}).

**Tree construction example:** Each pixel node has three bit flags: “Is Processed” (IP) bit to check if the pixel node has been processed, the Parent Checking (PC) bit, meaning that the pixel node has a parent node and the Child Checking (CC) bit, meaning that the pixel node has at least one child node. Let us begin with the pixel B whose coordinates are (1, 0) in Figure 7(a).

---

**Fig. 9. Tree construction block**

---

15
This pixel is located on the edge of the picture and its neighbours N_i(B) are C, E and A. According to the pixel coordinates, nonexistent pixel neighbours (represented by XXXX in Figure 10) are just skipped from analysis in the Root Finder knowing the image dimension.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
N2 & B & N0 \\
N1 & & \\
\end{array} \quad B(1,0) = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
N0 : & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
N1 : & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
N2 : & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
N3 : & XXXX \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 10. Pixel B neighbours

At the beginning, none of the pixels are processed and all the "processed" - IP bit flags in the tree status table are down. Consequently, all pixel B neighbours are not processed yet. Pixel B becomes a leaf of the tree and is temporarily linked to itself meaning that it is a current root of the tree in construction. Then, the IP bit flag for pixel B is up (Figure 12(a)) and the tree construction block can request the following origin pixel in the queue which is pixel C in our example.

When pixel F is reached (Figure 11), some pixels have already been processed (B, C, D, A, H, and I - See pixel queue in Figure 8(b)) and they might be linked to this pixel. Thus, we are only interested in processing the neighbour N1 (I) and N3 (C) (Figure 11)

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
N2 & F & N0 \\
N1 & & \\
\end{array} \quad F(2,1) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
N0 : & XXXX \\
N1 : & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
N2 : & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
N3 : & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 11. Pixel F neighbours

Pixel I is already a current root and it is directly linked to pixel F by updating the tree status table (the CC bit to 1) and the tree link table (F address for pixel I).

Pixel C is not a current root because its PC bit flag is up. The Root Finder unit in the tree construction block replaces the current address (pixel C) by its direct parent address (pixel A). Pixel A is a current root because its PC bit flag is down (Figure 12(b)). After linking it to pixel F, its tree status bits will be updated from [1 0 1] to [1 1 1].

**Shortcut technique example:** Let us illustrate the shortcut technique by a simple example. From the Figure 13(a), let us assume that we want to link the G node in the tree beginning with its neighbour D node. The current root E is therefore linked to itself for the time being.
The tree is explored starting with the D node and the nodes A, F and E are met before linking. When the “finding root process” is triggered, all the nodes that have been met during the exploration, are linked to the pixel point to be attached. In other words, the origin pixel will be the current root of the tree branch. If we consider that this root becomes the parent of all the pixel nodes that have been met, the following accesses would be faster by making large node jumps. In our example, we can store the nodes A, F and E in a temporary memory and update their “virtual” parent node G in the root memory as shown in Figure 13(b). Note that the exploring accesses are consequently made on the root memory.

4.5 Attribute computing block

As mentioned in section 2.4, attributes are additional node characteristics that can be used for filtering an image depending on user criteria (conditions on height, area, depth or volume of a component for example). Some of them can be computed during the tree construction and others have to be computed when the tree is complete. The depth of a node can be computed, for instance, on-the-fly with a counter and additional logics (min-max) during the tree construction.
Depending on the complexity of required attributes, the computing block might be time consuming. The study of attributes is beyond the scope of this paper and one can find some attribute computations in [25, 32].

Note that an attribute computing block is not mandatory to complete an application. In order to save memory and time, the simplest implementation can be done without attributes but the criteria have to be chosen so that they are merely based on components and pixel values. Some basic criteria could amount to conditions on the contrast between two components by subtracting consecutive component levels. Nevertheless, computing attributes allows to apply more complex criteria on the tree for better results in the filtering process.

4.6 Filtering block

The component tree can be used as a new working base for filtering the associated picture. Thus, pixels or components of the picture can be manipulated by changing the value or the node positions in the tree. The component tree is particularly interesting compared to the classic 2-D matrix picture representation because it gives the hierarchical layer disposition, in addition to the spatial pixel position. Traditionally, a greyscale picture can be viewed as a set of hills (highest values) and valleys (lowest values) with a layer organisation. Flattening hills means removing the highest layers and leaving the last implied underlayer apparent.

In a tree-based application, a picture is usually simplified by pruning the corresponding component tree. Back in Figure 2, pruning the tree at $C_3^0$ is removing the upper nodes $(2,0)$ and $(2,1)$ to leave the underlayer value apparent (level 3). Thus, pruning the component tree can be understood as flattening hills. Note that a tree pruning application can be found in [4] and [5] for an astronomical context where the aim is to clean the sky from stars in greyscale pictures.

In our context, we propose an original tree-based filtering application based on the component tree pruning. Instead of merging components (i.e. flattening hills) with a traditional tree pruning process, we propose to give an arbitrary value for all the identified nodes to be removed from the tree. Thus, it results in an original local thresholding by using the component tree. It can be efficient for simplifying pictures from an infrared camera because the most interesting parts are the highest local values in the image. Those local parts can have different levels of grey and using an arbitrary global level threshold would be obviously inefficient.

Consequently, a specific tree pruning block has been designed for this purpose.
Flattening the hills of a greyscale picture can be done technically by replacing the removed pixel value nodes with the pixel value of their parent nodes. In our case, we replace any removed pixel value nodes with an arbitrary value.

A tree pruning process consists in exploring the tree from each leaf to the root in order to cut down branches when proposed criteria are not respected as explained in section 2.4. Those criteria are based on previously computed attributes (height, volume, depth, etc.) and by combining them, we can obtain original results. One can find some examples in [25].

The leaves of the tree are the starting points for the filtering process. They can be identified with the Child Checking (CC) bit from the tree status table. We recall that a CC bit flag down means that the pixel node does not have a child node. Notice that the reading direction of the tree, from its tops to its root, is well suited considering the proposed tree link structure (a parent-tree where child nodes point at its parent node) and the targeted application (local thresholding). Since we know that we need the leaves, they can be stored during the tree construction in a buffer (i.e. a FIFO for instance) to feed the tree pruning block. In particular, we can note that, during the tree construction, a current processed origin pixel node, which is not linked to any other nodes, becomes a leaf node.

The tree pruning block architecture is presented in Figure 14 with two criteria in input. It contains three main processing units: a Tree explorer unit, an Attribute collector unit and an Image updater unit.

Notice that, in addition to the tree links parent table, the block has to refer to the original image to identify the component values.

As illustrated in Figure 14, each leaf node address is loaded in the Tree explorer unit. This unit works parallel to the Attribute collector unit which reads successively the associated attributes for each processed node. The Tree explorer unit explores each tree branch by several reading loops in the tree links parent table until one of the criteria is not valid according the comparison units.

When the criteria are respected, the pixel node is stored in a temporary “Zone FIFO” buffer located in the Image Updater unit, until the end of a tree branch exploration. When one of the criteria is not respected, the branch is modified by overwriting the pixel value of the nodes stored in “Zone FIFO” with a specific value. Note that the use of this FIFO is optional in our case because we impose a value. Thus, the overwriting can be done gradually. The FIFO is only necessary for a tree pruning block that requires to merge components.
5 Experimental results

The proposed generic system architecture has been implemented and validated on ALTERA Stratix II 2S60 Development board [2]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other FPGA implementation of a complete application based on tree construction. For our hardware implementation, we propose a simple infrared (IR) hot spot image filtering application based on pruning the tree. To maximize the memory bandwidth, we choose to use the on-chip memory directly available on the FPGA chip. These RAM Memory blocks are very limited resources and in our case, we had a budget of 2,544,192 On-chip RAM bits for the 2S60 version. Moreover, Stratix II devices features a particular memory system called TriMatrix based on three sizes of embedded RAM blocks (M512, M4K and M-RAM) which can be configured in different addressing structures. Further information can be found in [3].

In particular, we used M4K (4 Kbits) and M-RAM (512 Kbits) memory blocks to fit our memory system and we used an input image resolution of 160x120 coded with 8 bits pixels. Thus, the different tables (Tree Links and Tree Roots) must have 15-bit-wide data words and the Tree Status table has 3-bit-wide data words (IP, PC and CC bits). Additional memory is needed for the pixel address queue, the two images (one for keeping the original picture and the other for storing the filtered picture) and several buffers (Root, Zone and Leaf
FIFOs).

The FIFOs (Root, Leaf and Zone) size is defined according to the free memory space left. Smaller FIFOs decrease the overall performance. Note that it is possible to share the same FIFO for the Root FIFO and the Zone FIFO because they are not used at the same time. It is also possible to decrease the number of level counters by only taking the four most significant bits of the input pixel value.

One can notice that the Attribute Table is not really necessary for our first implementation. The pruning can simply be tested on the basis of pixel values and specified by an arbitrary threshold. Our focus is on the tree processing time and we want to validate our architecture conception.

Four types of pictures have been selected for the test (Fig. 15 and 16): a gradient picture with smooth grey level transitions (Fig. 15(a)) and three infrared (IR) image camera outputs.

![Fig. 15. Test images](image1)

(a) Gradient test  
(b) Gradient test result  
(c) Man IR test  
(d) Man IR test result

Those IR pictures represent real scenes (man, cars, rooftop) with the different heat levels detected by the sensor. The man IR picture (Fig. 15(c)) represents the direct output from the image sensor and is a very noisy picture. The two others (Fig. 16(a) and 16(c)) represent pre-processed pictures. Those last two pictures, showing cars and rooftops, have been denoised by a median filter and the contrast has been enhanced by a histogram equalization. As a consequence, those conditions have a direct impact on the number of connected components to process and the tree structure complexity as shown in Table 3. In this table, the man IR picture is the most complex scene to process because of the number of connected components resulting from the high noise in the image sensor.
The results (Fig. 15(b), 15(d), 16(b) and 16(d)) represent the detection of the highest local components in the test pictures by combining attributes. In this case, we use an arbitrary max pixel value threshold $\lambda$ applied to two attributes: contrast (component intensity difference) and height (number of pixel value component layers). It then creates a satisfying local thresholding for our prototype.

### Table 3
Characteristics of test images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Number of connected components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>$160 \times 120$</td>
<td>3068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>$160 \times 120$</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>$160 \times 120$</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooftop</td>
<td>$160 \times 120$</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the pie (Figure 17), the architecture uses 78% of memory space available and only 30% represents the tree information (Original image and Tree Links). The remaining memory is dedicated to compute the tree, to accelerate the construction and to buffer intermediate data. Table 4 contains the results in terms of resource utilization obtained after the synthesis on the Stratix II FPGA. The logic utilization is very small as all the work is based on memory management, extremely important for the FPGA implementation. Note that our implementation has a maximum frequency of about 100 MHz for an Altera Stratix II FPGA EP2S60F484C4 target [2]. That maximum frequency is limited by the logic elements required to make the Switch Fabric. For the FPGA prototype, the system runs at 50 MHz as shown in Table 5 for measuring timing performance.

The $160 \times 120$ images are low resolution and come from a $320 \times 240$ IR image input downscaled by 2. That resolution is acceptable as it aims at low resolution display screens embedded in portable systems. The global architecture in Figure 5 shows that the memory, required for computing a picture, scales linearly according to its resolution. Thus, by keeping the same algorithm and the same architecture, there are only two options for a higher image resolution implementation. Firstly, to keep the memory performance, the simplest way is to upgrade the FPGA target for a higher on-chip memory capacity (such as Altera Stratix III or IV). Secondly, in order to keep the same FPGA target (for area constraint), the memory tables have to be stored in external memories. That second option greatly impact the timing performance because of the external memory access time and it also needs additional logics such as memory controllers. However, it remains relevant for applications without any critical real-time constraint such as photo applications which require image quality and higher resolution.
Fig. 17. On-chip memory block occupation in Stratix II 2s60

Table 4
Synthesis report STRATIX II 2S60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Occupation 2S60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combinational ALUTs</td>
<td>2680</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Registers</td>
<td>3564</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RAM bits</td>
<td>1984470</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Measured execution time (clock: 50 MHz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Size (pixels)</th>
<th>Tree construction (ms)</th>
<th>Filtering (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>160 × 120</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>160 × 120</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>160 × 120</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooftop</td>
<td>160 × 120</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>6.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the tree construction depends on the image content, the execution time is not known beforehand. This complexity is not only based on the number of grey levels and the connected components but also on their mutual relations (adjacency). The proposed algorithm is inspired from by already discussed quasi-linear algorithm [32], hence the execution times do not vary significantly even if the number of connected components is very different; see the Table 5 for the execution time for the tree construction. Note that in the test pictures (Fig. 15), even if the number of connected components for the Man test picture is nine times higher than the others, the tree construction
time overhead is just about 10%. That performance results from the shortcut technique which allows to reduce the construction time dependency from the picture complexity. Note that even if the Gradient test picture has the lowest tree construction time, the shortcut technique is less efficient because the pixels are already spatially ordered and the Tree Root table is therefore less requested. Table 5 gives the execution time for the filtering. Note that the filtering time is longer for the Rooftop picture because more pixels are detected. Those timings depend on the tree complexity (number of leaves), the attributes used (contrast and height for this case) and the number of modified pixels (thresholding). Considering those variable parameters in practice, the complete application can run from 50 to 120 frames per second.

Finally, the proposed implementation allows to obtain an acceleration up to 3 on the Stratix II at 50 MHz for the tree construction compared to a standard desktop PC with Intel Pentium IV HT (3GHz) processor running under Linux. We obtain, for instance, respectively 16 ms and 21 ms for the Gradient and Man IR test images with Najman-Couprie algorithm on Pentium IV. Note that we use the C-implementation of the Salembier [38] and Najman-Couprie [32] algorithms for this comparison.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents an efficient FPGA implementation of CCT algorithms suited for embedded systems. The main contributions are: the adaptation of the CCT data structure allowing efficient data mapping in the memory, the proposal of an on-chip memory organization suited for CCT processing and a proposal of an overall embedded system for CCT-based application. After the introduction of state-of-the-art CCT algorithms and implementation, the design issues in terms of data structure and memory are discussed. The proposed architecture is then presented in detail. Assuming that this study is motivated by the search for a new approach to the flexibility of embedded systems, it demonstrates the FPGA implementation feasibility of relatively complex algorithms. In future, we will concentrate on the tree merging methods and implementation of the data parallelization by merging several 1D trees. Concerning the design challenges, the main objective is to explore and improve the interconnections between computing and memory resources.
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